
WEAPON'S TRAINING
IN NCC   

.22 RIFLE,
7.62MM SLR

RIFLE, TARGETS,
AMMUNITION



.22 rifle का �योग एनसीसी म� �कस उ�े�य
से करते है. 

NCC कैडेट्स के मन म�, ह�थयार� के ��त जो, भय है
उसको �र करने के �लए

NCC cadets म� आ�म�व�ास बढ़ाने के �लए







POSITION'S OF FIRING  



LYNING POSITION



KNEELING POSITION 



STANDING



BASIC, TARGET'S USE IN NCC  



PARTS OF 7.62PARTS OF 7.62PARTS OF 7.62
MM SLRMM SLRMM SLR   







AMMUNITION TYPE'S

.22 12 BOR SLR



MAGZINE'S 

SLR 







What are the three basic essentials of
good shooting?

(a) Position must be comfortable and hold so
firm that the rifles gains a rock like

steadiness.

(b) The firer must aim correctly.

(c) The trigger be pressed in such
a way that aim is not disturbed.



Stripping(अलग करना)
Before stripping, a check should be carried out as to whether

the number on the left side of
the body corresponds with the number on the back side of the

lever of the bolt or not. The
removal is done in the following sequence:- 

a) Removal of the bolt is done by raising the leaf back sight and pushing
forward the safety

catch. The left hand is kept under the magazine with the middle finger on the
restraining

catch. The bolt is withdrawn to the rear, the bolt head upwards turned and the
back

sight folded back. 

b) The magazine catch is pressed upwards and the magazine is
taken out



Assembling
The assembling of the rifle is always done in the reverse

order. The magazine is checked to
ensure that the magazine number is the same as that of the

rifle. The magazine is inserted at
its place and pressed. The cadet should ensure that the

magazine is fixed in its place. 

While assembling the bolt of Deluxe .22 rifle, the
following points have to be borne in mind:- 



a) Bolt head should be fully tight. 
b) Bolt head and guide rib as well as cocking

piece and steel lug should be in a line. 

c) Number of the bolt should tally with that of the
rifle. 

d) Safety catch should be applied. 
The bolt should be inserted by holding bolt lever with right

hand and rifle with the left. The
bolt should be pushed forward until it touches in the

charger guide and the bolt head to be
turned towards right till the click sound is heard. Now the

trigger should be pushed forward
and pressed and the safety catch should be applied



LOADING, COCKING AND UNLOADING 

In action, the soldiers’ life may depend as much upon the
rapid loading of rifle as upon the accuracy

of his shooting. This underlines the importance of
swiftness in bolt manipulation. The bolt ought to

be properly lubricated. 


